5 STEPS TO DOUBLE YOUR

PROFIT & FREE UP YOUR TIME
These 5 steps are what hundreds of our clients have done to collectively double their revenue and productivity to bring
freedom back into their daily lives. Print this document out and refer to it during difficult business decisions. If it does not
fit into one of these steps then don’t do it!

PLAN YOUR FUTURE SO YOUR
BUSINESS DOES NOT CHOOSE IT FOR YOU
If you let your business dictate where you spend your time you
will continue being reactive rather than choosing where you want
your business to go. Instead, be the boss of your own time by
creating and sticking to a 90 day plan. If your tasks at hand do not
support your plan then ﬁle them away for another time. At the end
of 90 days revisit your plan before creating your new one and look
at which areas you did not achieve and why.

FIND WAYS TO LEVERAGE
YOURSELF AND YOUR TIME
Eliminate your time-wasting activities and unproductive
behaviours. Group your daily tasks by Necessity, Not Urgent,
Deception and Waste. Group together those items you
repeat over and over in the Necessity list. What systems can
you create to streamline those items? Is there someone you
can hire to start to run that new system or take over those
items? If you are doing something over and over it is time
to leverage it via a system or person.

GET THE RIGHT PEOPLE TO
HELP YOU RUN YOUR BUSINESS
Learn how to delegate. Find someone who can do at least as good
a job as you (or even better) in a task you are doing over and over,
who also charges less than your hourly fee. If you don’t have enough
work for a new full time role, but know you need to let go of some of
your duties, try outsourcing something until you have enough work
for a full time role. As you grow make sure to create and update your
job descriptions and staﬀ training for these roles so you can seamlessly
replace staﬀ or add more when you need them.

UNDERSTAND WHICH FINANCIAL
FIGURES TO PAY ATTENTION TO IN
ORDER TO DRIVE YOUR BUSINESS
Not all numbers are created equally. You need to set a budget
for the next 12 months so you can forecast your proﬁtability.
Be honest about your expenses and put down a fair market
wage for you. Now you need to work backwards and look at
how you will be able to bring in that revenue amount. What is
bringing in the most money for you now? What is bringing in
the least? Adjust your focus accordingly.

CREATE A SALES FUNNEL
Do you know how many leads you need to be proﬁtable? Or what about
what a customer is worth to you? In order to know this you need to build
a measurable funnel that attracts leads, prequaliﬁes them into prospects,
converts them into customers and then continues to sell to them. You
need to measure your conversions and understand how much a new or
existing customer is worth to you by monitoring their number of
transactions and average amount per sale. From there you will be able to
forecast your future revenue, margins and proﬁt and can set up plans to
attract more leads to head into scaleable growth.

Put these steps into action! Join us at our next Massive Action Day workshop – realbusinessgroup.com.au/massive-action-day
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